design

Oh so dishy
Handsome devils for the table. By Nick Vinson

cake stand
by Elsa Peretti

Spice Pots with SpooN
by Ted Muehling

It has been 50 years since Elsa Peretti
began her collaboration with Tiffany
and Co. In the 1980s she started to
develop homewares, including
tableware, glass and flatware. This
30cm cake stand, part of a series
designed around the organic shapes
found in bones, was designed in 1985
and is made of hand-blown Venetian
glass mixed with 24-carat gold leaf.
You could also use it to serve cheese
or chocolates. £520, tiffany.co.uk

The New York-based designer Ted
Muehling takes inspiration from forms
found in nature; these spice dishes
take their shapes from the seedpod of a
tropical plant. Designed in 2014, they
are made of sterling silver and gold
plate by Wiener Silber Manufactur of
Vienna. There is no better way to
elevate the presentation of salt, pepper,
chilli flakes or za’atar. Pots, from
€340 to €480, and spoon, €215,
wienersilbermanufactur.com

centrepiece
by Ettore Sottsass

Ettore Sottsass, the Milan-based architect
and designer, collaborated with the French
porcelain maker Manufacture de Sèvres to
develop a series of exceptional works to
show at the Centre Pompidou in Paris in
1994. The collection included Diane, this
centrepiece, made of four glazed porcelain
elements, all hand-thrown. The inside of
the coupe is hand-painted in pure gold.
€12,000, artsy.net/sevres
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Fruit platter
by Jean E Puiforcat

Made using rigorous right angles and
bold curves, with giant faucet-like handles
that are functional and highly decorative,
this is typical of the 1930s work of
Jean E Puiforcat. He liked to mix sterling
silver with precious hardwoods and
semi-precious stones, and, in this case,
gold-gilt, which gives it light and shade.
It has been crafted entirely by hand from
a sheet of silver. €71,300, puiforcat.com
Candy dish
by Oswald Haerdtl

This candy dish, one of five sizes, was
designed for the Exposition internationale
des arts décoratifs et industriels modernes
in Paris in 1925. The lid and the base have
been mouth-blown using exceptionally fine
but surprisingly strong muslin glass, which
has been cut and polished by hand. Place
fine chocolate, cheese, truffles or even
cut flowers inside to decorate the table.
From £238 to £780, lobmeyr.at
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